Candidate for the 64th Regional Aleph Ozer of Suffolk of the Nassau Suffolk Region

Cooper Kirschner
My Vision:
I am Aleph Cooper Dillon Kirschner. Some of my hobbies include playing basketball
with my friends and spending time with my family. I love watching and playing football. I have
2 sisters and 2 dogs. I am a sophomore at POBJFKHS where I am the Head of Pit and safety for
the Robotics team. I want to major in Engineering. Apart from school and my other hobbies,
right now I am the Moreh of Nesher AZA, the Plainview chapter. I believe that I have a lot to
offer to this region, and I will fulfill and exceed the expectation as Ozer.
I am running for regional board because I want to preserve the legacy of my brother
alephs that came before me and I want to lead the region and give all of the incoming alephs the
amazing enriched experiences that I had. I am running for Ozer of Suffolk because I feel a moral
obligation to give back. These past 3 years that I have been involved in this organization, have
been life changing to say the least. The memories, the lessons, the friends, and most importantly
the brotherhood I have gained since joining BBYO. There is a bond, a sense of fraternity
between brother Alephs that simply can’t be explained with words. Thus, I am here, cucausing to
try to fulfill my goal to create the same opportunity I was fortunate enough to be given and to
create for Alephs all over. If elected, I pledge my dedication, devotion and loyalty to working
toward my goal and the success not only for the current moment but for the Alephs that one day
will fill the seats we sit in now, so they can too enjoy their time here, making memories and
bonds that will last a lifetime.
I have all of the necessary characteristics, to bring our region to success. I believe that
the best leaders are passionate about developing the emerging leaders around them. I am
optimistic and passionate about this organization. I'm very easy to talk to and I am also a great
leader. I believe that I have a lot to offer to this region, and I will fulfill and exceed the
expectation as Ozer. If i am given this amazing opportunity, in one year I see NSR as great and
lively as it is now on a regional level, 2 times better on a chapter level. I will work to strengthen
the brotherhood within the chapters and build up participation in regional events. NSR will have
more active members and more productive chapters. I plan to further this success in many ways
such as helping struggling chapters, finding specific areas of need and assisting them and
maintaining success in well-rounded chapters. If elected, I will become the most successful and
prosperous Ozer of my time. Ok isn’t good enough for us, let’s accomplish something great.

